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RINGCENTRAL  
FOR SUGAR®

Bring the convenience and flexibility of RingCentral’s cloud-based phone 
system directly into your Sugar platform.

Bring the convenience and flexibility of RingCentral’s cloud-based phone 
system directly into your CRM platform, enhancing productivity while provid-
ing valuable new tools for your team. Click-to-dial functionality makes it simple 
to instantly call any number from Sugar. Incoming calls are automatically 
matched with existing records, displaying relevant details instantly.

Need to make a call? Click-to-dial functionality 
makes it simple to instantly call any number 
from within your Sugar platform. That means no 
more juggling between CRM and phone systems, 
and misdialed numbers instantly become a thing 
of the past. Hate the uncertainty of answering
inbound calls? RingCentral for Sugar 
automatically matches incoming phone numbers

with existing records, instantly displaying 
essential details. Know who is on the line before 
you even pick up the call.

Bring the convenience and flexibility of 
RingCentral’s cloud-based phone system 
directly into your CRM, enhancing productivity 
while providing valuable new tools for your team.

 FEAT URES & BENEFITS

Complete Integration: Combine the power of Sugar’s data management and reporting with the flexibility and 
cost benefits of RingCentral.
One-Click Calling: Simply click the phone number on a CRM record to start a call.
Call-Based Reports: Run reports on all calls to view phone activity for each CRM user.
Efficiency Boost: Spend more time servicing your clients and less time dialing.
Inbound Insights: Inbound calls are automatically matched with existing CRM records, instantly providing vital 
details about the person on the other side of the line.

 → All Faye products are based on an annual 
recurring subscription.

→ Costs do not include professional services 
other than email support.

→ End User License Agreement here.

→ Implementation services not included but 
recommended. Call us for implementation 
pricing @ 818-280-4820. 

→ Includes all software updates for one year, 
an operating manual and unlimited email 
support.

→ Support emails go to: support@fayebsg.com
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